
MINI 3-DOOR.

MINI 5-DOOR.



The ORIGINAL

 MINI
REBORN.

There’s so much going on in the new MINI, it’s almost impossible to know where 

to start when you fi rst get behind the wheel. Fortunately, the biggest new addition 

is hard to miss – the MINI Centre Instrument lies at the very heart of the wealth of 

innovation at your fi ngertips. An LED ring runs round the edge, and offers your MINI 

an entirely new means of communicating with you. Just as between best friends, 

you’ll fi nd you don’t need to speak to understand one another. And talking of good 

friends, MINI Connected allows you to share all the fun you have in your new MINI 

in real time, via Facebook, Twitter and foursquare. Hungry for more? For the fi rst 

time ever, the MINI is available with  doors. Because we know there can never be 

too many customization options. Before we hit the road though, let us tell you a 

bit about Sir Alec Issigonis, the genius behind MINI, and also get a few words from 

the man himself. But don’t worry – as you can see with his designs, he likes to keep 

things short.

The standard and optional equipment available in your country may differ from that described in this brochure. For more information, 
please contact your local authorized MINI dealer. Details of fuel consumption and CO emissions for all models, as required under EU law, can be found in the Technical Data section beginning on page  .
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How do you go about inventing a legend like the MINI? According to its designer,

Sir Alec Issigonis, you simply do things differently to everyone else. Aside from 

its  wheels and engine, his MINI had little in common with other vehicles on 

the market. Practically every other feature was different, and the car represented 

a revolution in automotive design. No other car manufacturer had ever used 

space more effectively, and the MINI was the perfect vehicle for its day.

Since then, nothing has changed at MINI. After all, when you reinvent an icon, 

you stick to proven principles – if something’s worth doing again, it’s worth 

doing differently. These words were our maxim when developing the new MINI. 

Why? Because we are fi rm believers that you can only create something new, 

if you create something truly different.

Want to get your hands on the new MINI? Then simply read on, and arrange a 

test drive. We guarantee the experience will be as new and unique as the vehicle 

you take to the road.

DO THINGS DIFFERENTLY. 

AGAIN.



TONIGHT EVERYTHING

WILL BE DIFFERENT.

Below you, the city lights beckon. In front of you, the MINI Centre Instrument’s LED ring glows. 

All you hear is the soft growl of the engine in your new MINI -Door, and your friends’ excited 

conversation about the night to come. Clutch, change up to second, gas. The MINI TwinPower 

Turbo engine roars, pressing the  of you back into your seats. There are more friends waiting 

for you, and they’re expecting you in  minutes.



SPORT MODE. 

ETA: 3 MINUTES.

As the engine revs up, the LED ring on the MINI Centre Instrument shines white, orange,

then red, and the city becomes a blur. The twin exhaust tailpipes make a clear statement:

here comes a MINI Cooper S -Door.

More gas, then a quick touch of the MINI Driving Mode selector, and you’re in



YOU INDICATE LEFT. 

PROBLEM SOLVED.

The adaptive suspension springs into action, giving you a hit of that legendary

MINI go-kart feeling as you take the corner.

You reach an intersection. Which way? Time for an instant decision.



IN 500 METRES, YOU’LL HAVE REACHED 

YOUR DESTINATION. SHAME.
Isn’t there a less direct route you could take? There are still several thousand 

Internet radio stations to work your way through.

The LEDs on the MINI Centre Instrument turn blue: It’s a call from your friends, 

asking how far away you are. You ask the navigation system.



HIT THE GAS, NOT THE CLUBS. 
TEAR UP THE STREETS, 
NOT THE DANCEFLOOR.
Who’s still up for it? Who’s on their way? Check in then check out on Facebook and foursquare via 

MINI Connected, as the journey continues. On to something new. On to something entirely different.

Anyway, you’ve arrived. But the night is young, and you’re enjoying yourselves too much to get out. 

You’re at the new bar on the river, and it’s time to implement plan B. Tonight everything will be different.
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MINI 3-door.

THE MINI WITH 3 DOORS.

A SMALL CAR

WITH BIG IDEAS.

Like its ancestor, the classic Mini, space is in anything but 

short supply. There are  roomy seats, and a surprisingly large 

luggage compartment, offering a generous  litres of space. 

There’s the same legendary go-kart feeling as the classic Mini, 

and it still comes as standard.

 

A MINI WILL ALWAYS 

BE A MINI.

The design of the new MINI is based mainly 

on the classic Mini, but with features like 

LED headlights pointing the way to the future. 

It’s irresistibly eye-catching and effortlessly 

contemporary, reinterpreting the original 

MINI proportions and iconic design features 

like side scuttles and optional bonnet stripes.

 

A POLISHED PERFORMANCE.

The new MINI comes with that quintessentially British design feature, the Chrome Line, adding a touch of brilliance 

to the radiator grille slats and surround, tailgate handle, and rear fog lights.
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MINI 5-door.

THE MINI WITH 5 DOORS.

MORE DOORS, MORE STYLE.

Even with  extra doors, the MINI -Door is very much 

a MINI. It has all the same genes as its -door sibling, 

plus a whole bunch of distinctive design features, like 

its dynamic roofl ine and tailgate.

 

AND THE SAME 

GO-KART FEELING 

AS STANDARD.

Of course the MINI -Door is bigger, but 

it still has the legendary go-kart feeling 

that has thrilled MINI drivers around 

the world for decades. We’ve achieved 

this by combining a low centre of gravity 

with a wide track width, a rigid body and 

suspension, and heaps of passion.

 

MORE SPACE MEANS 

MORE IDEAS.

Everyday practicality has never been so exciting. 

 seats, an impressive  litres of luggage space 

(for some stylish travel bags from the MINI Collection, 

perhaps),  ways of getting in – and more than 

 centimetres of extra legroom in the back.

MINI COLLECTION

MINI LUGGAGE

www.MINI-shop.com
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MODELS.

With  doors or , the MINI One/D packs a punch. There’s a zippy .-litre, -cylinder, -hp/-kW petrol engine, or a 

.-litre, -cylinder, -hp/-kW diesel version. Both come with MINI TwinPower Turbo technology. It’s designed to make a 

big visual impact, with a Matt Black safety bar and tailgate handle, radiator grille fi ns in Brilliant Black, and roof in the same 

colour as the car. The exterior mirror caps come in Matt Black as standard, and are available in body colour as an option.

Here again, both Cooper models have plenty of power up their sleeves. The MINI Cooper has a .-litre, -cylinder, 

-hp/-kW petrol engine, while the MINI Cooper D comes with a .-litre, -hp/-kW diesel version. Both use 

MINI TwinPower Turbo technology. Unmistakably Cooper: the safety bar in Brilliant Black, radiator grille fi ns and tailgate 

handle in White Aluminium, roof and exterior mirror caps in an optional contrast colour, and tailpipes in Chrome.



The top-of-the-line MINI -Door and MINI -Door models are the MINI Cooper S and the MINI Cooper SD. The former 

has a .-litre, MINI TwinPower Turbo -cylinder, -hp/-kW engine, which delivers up to  Nm of torque with 

the overboost function. The latter has a .-litre, -hp/-kW common-rail diesel engine. Both have a safety bar and 

tailgate handle in Brilliant Black, Chrome-rib mesh grille, Cooper S badge, brake-cooling track-style air ducts in the front 

bumper, air scoop in the bonnet, roof and exterior mirror caps in an optional contrast colour, rear apron with diffuser, 

 rear fog lights, and a centre-mounted twin-tailpipe exhaust.

UP TO 360 NM

OF TORQUE:
THE MINI MODELS.
When you choose a specifi c engine confi guration, you get much more than just an 

engine. In fact, we refer to them as models rather than versions. From the MINI One/D 

to the MINI Cooper S/SD, each is a fully fl edged car in its own right. So have fun deciding!
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MINI YOURS CUSTOMIZATION PROGRAMME.

TAILOR-MADE DOWN TO EVERY LAST DETAIL:

MINI YOURS.

Industrialization ends where it began: in the United Kingdom. High-quality materials 

and individual assembly by hand make all the difference when it comes to creating a car 

that matches your own unique personality. From hand-sewn leather steering wheels to 

interior surfaces made of real wood, the MINI Yours customization programme allows you 

to choose exclusive products with unique histories. Discover the new MINI Yours optional 

equipment in this catalogue or contact your MINI dealer for more information.



SOMETIMES 

A HUGE STEP FORWARD 

OFFERS A GREAT VIEW 

OF THE PAST.

Reinventing an icon like the MINI is no easy task. On the one hand, you have to create 

a vehicle that exceeds the demands of modern, twenty-fi rst century motoring. On the 

other, you have to stay true to the Original MINI, and a design philosophy that has laid the 

foundations for over  years of success. To meet this twin challenge, we took an entirely 

new approach to create a car with a difference.

The new MINI is striking, and unmistakeably modern. Even the classic detailing of the 

Chrome Line Exterior draws the eye in new, different ways. At the same time, however, 

the latest MINI generation showcases its legendary DNA more proudly than ever, and 

gives drivers that wonderful feeling of reconnecting with an old friend.

Please allow us to introduce ... a classic reborn.
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EXTERIOR.

FEELING BLUE? 

OR RED?

OR BRITISH RACING GREEN?

SET THE TONE

FOR YOUR MINI.

BRITISH RACING 

GREEN 

METALLIC

BLAZING RED

METALLIC

MIDNIGHT BLACK

METALLIC

MOONWALK GREY

METALLIC
VOLCANIC ORANGEPEPPER WHITE

WHITE SILVER

METALLIC
CHILI RED

DEEP BLUE

METALLIC

ICED CHOCOLATE

METALLIC

THUNDER GREY

METALLIC

COLOURS FOR

ROOF AND EXTERIOR MIRROR CAPS.

ASPEN WHITE JET BLACK BODY COLOUR

www.MINI.com / configurator

Availability may vary depending on the model. See page  for details.

ELECTRIC BLUE
METALLIC

MINI YOURS

LAPISLUXURY BLUE
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EXTERIOR.

" HELI SPOKE, SILVER " LOOP SPOKE, SILVER " VICTORY SPOKE, SILVER " VICTORY SPOKE, BLACK

The wealth of options available can make a big difference. To make an even bigger one, -inch light-alloy wheels are now available for

MINI models as a factory-fi tted option for the fi rst time. Each wheel rim is guaranteed to suit your MINI, but which will suit your personal style?

" TENTACLE SPOKE, SILVER

" COSMOS SPOKE, BLACK " CONE SPOKE, SILVER" CONE SPOKE, WHITE

" JOHN COOPER WORKS 

TRACK SPOKE, SILVER

" JOHN COOPER WORKS 

TRACK SPOKE, BLACK

" JOHN COOPER WORKS 

CUP SPOKE, -TONE

" JOHN COOPER WORKS PRO 

CROSS SPOKE  , BURNISHED 

JET BLACK

" MULTISPOKE   , 

LIQUID BLACK

www.MINI.com / configurator

" ROULETTE SPOKE,

-TONE

www.MINI.com/accessories

A DECISION THAT 

REVOLVES AROUND YOUR STYLE.

YOUR MINI.

" COSMOS SPOKE, 

SILVER

" MINI YOURS VANITY SPOKE, -TONE





MINI 3-door.
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3 DOORS.

UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES.
We offer more options for your new MINI than your heart could possibly desire. And the excitement 

begins long before the vehicle arrives – when you start putting together the interior.

Colour Line.

More is more: alongside the standard fi nish in stylish

Carbon Black, the knee roll and armrests are available

in  eye-catching tones: Dark Truffl e, Satellite Grey,

Glowing Red and Shadow Grey.

INTERIOR SURFACES.

It’s defi nitely not off the peg: from Piano Black 

to MINI Yours Off-White with a stylish light band, 

add a personal touch to the decorative trim and 

door ellipses with one of  colour options.
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5 DOORS, BUT YOU
WON’T WANT TO GET OUT.
While the cockpit of the MINI -Door is the same as that of the MINI -Door, the bit behind the driver’s seat is a whole 

different story. There’s a whole extra seat, and door ellipses in the same colour and material as those in the front. 

Rings.

Round up: the rings on the air ducts, loudspeakers and gear 

selector lever are available in Piano Black, Dark Silver or an 

elegant Porcelain White fi nish, depending on the model and 

interior style. The Chrome Line Interior provides even more 

sparkle, with eye-catching Chrome around the air vents, 

loudspeakers and gear selector lever.

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS.

Stylish highlights: the downtubes and door handles 

are available in Hazy Grey, Piano Black or Off-White, 

depending on the interior surfaces.

MINI 5-door.
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INTERIOR.

DARK TRUFFLE

SATELLITE GREY

GLOWING RED

PIANO BLACKFIREWORKMINI YOURS

FIBRE ALLOY

MINI YOURS

OFF-WHITE

MINI YOURS

DARK COTTONWOOD

 NOT FOR THE INDECISIVE.

INTERIOR SURFACES.

Decisions, decisions – we admit that choosing one of our  interior surfaces is no easy task. Whether you go for the embossed 

aluminium look of the new MINI Yours Fibre Alloy fi nish or the darker tones of Hazy Grey, you can be safe in the knowledge 

that they all look fantastic. Happy deliberating! 

COLOUR LINE.

Things have never looked brighter, with  Colour Line options also available. From 

Shadow Grey to Glowing Red, you’re sure to fi nd the perfect tone for your tastes.

SHADOW GREY

CARBON BLACK

HAZY GREYBLACK CHEQUEREDDARK SILVER

www.MINI.com / configurator



INTERIOR.
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INTERIOR SURFACES (door ellipse) Piano Black 

COLOUR LINE (armrest) Satellite Grey

INTERIOR COLOUR Satellite Grey

INTERIOR SURFACE (door ellipse) Piano Black 

COLOUR LINE (armrest) Glowing Red

INTERIOR COLOUR Carbon Black

INTERIOR SURFACE (door ellipse) Dark Silver 

COLOUR LINE (armrest) Dark Truffl e

INTERIOR SURFACE Satellite Grey

NOW THE BACK IS A 

Even the doors of your new MINI can be personalized in one of  ways. The colour and surface of the door ellipse depends on 

your choice of interior fi nish. In this case, for example, it’s MINI Yours Off-White, with a stylish light band below the ellipse showing 

off all the colour nuances of the Ambient Lighting. The Colour Line – Shadow Grey in this case – also appears on your armrest. 

And the interior door mirror is always the same colour as that of the interior. In this example, it’s Carbon Black.

WORK OF ART TOO.

Just because someone sits in the back of the car doesn’t mean they should miss out on the luxury touches. So the MINI -Door 

has the same colours and surfaces on the rear doors as in the front. Here again, the door ellipses are in MINI Yours Off-White, 

and a light band radiates all the colours of the Ambient Lighting.

INTERIOR SURFACE (door ellipse) Off-White 

COLOUR LINE (armrest) Dark Truffl e

INTERIOR COLOUR Carbon Black

INTERIOR SURFACE (door ellipse) Dark Silver 

COLOUR LINE (armrest) Carbon Black

INTERIOR COLOUR Satellite Grey

INTERIOR SURFACE (door ellipse) Dark Silver 

COLOUR LINE (armrest) Glowing Red

INTERIOR COLOUR Carbon Black



home, tweed home.
When it comes to fabric, the British have never settled 

for second best. And that’s no different for the new MINI, 

with a range of stylish options available for the seats.



interior.

ARE YOU

SITTING
COMFORTABLY?

Here again, the world is your oyster. 

Choose from cloth/leatherette, cloth/leather, 

or just leather.

Black Pearl cloth/leatherette, 

Carbon Black

Diamond cloth/leather, 

Carbon Black

Diamond cloth/leather, 

Satellite Grey

Cross Punch leather, 

Carbon Black

Cross Punch leather, 

Dark Truffl e

Lounge leather,

Satellite Grey

MINI Yours Lounge leather,

Carbon Black
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SPORT SEAT

Black Pearl cloth/leatherette, 

Carbon Black

SPORT SEAT

Cross Punch leather, 

Carbon Black

SPORT SEAT

Diamond cloth/leather, 

Satellite Grey

SPORT SEAT

Lounge leather, 

Satellite Grey

SPORT SEAT

Diamond cloth/leather, 

Carbon Black

SPORT SEAT

Cross Punch leather, 

Dark Truffl e

MINI
YOURS.

www.MINI.com / configurator

SPORT SEAT

Lounge leather, 

Carbon Black
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COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY.

Ever since the fi rst car was built, designers have worked to increase passenger comfort. Engine noise has 

been reduced, and suspension set-ups made more absorbent, so that driving fast has always felt slower. 

We did the same, too. After all, it’s nice to be able to chat when travelling at speed, and not to have to feel 

every single bump in the road. Yet increased quality, greater comfort, and improved acoustics all came at 

the cost of driving enjoyment. And that had to change. Ultimately, we understand you want to drive a MINI 

because you want to experience the same go-kart feeling that has thrilled MINI owners for generations. 

So we’ve lowered the centre of gravity, increased the track width and stiffened the suspension. As a result, 

drivers feel a direct connection with the road, and the sense of speed is restored to the driving experience. 

Every single model offers this set-up as standard, because we know what drivers want. And because we 

know that even the technology behind that go-kart feeling can be improved when you 

do things differently.

However many doors there are,

THE FUN IS
THE SAME.
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COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY.

With MINI Driving Modes, one small ring around the shift gate can have 

a big impact on your driving. By simply twisting the dial, you can adapt 

the performance of your MINI to your current mood. Fancy a relaxed drive 

through town? Then go GREEN. It’s easier on the environment – and on 

your nerves – with the throttle response optimized for fuel effi ciency. 

Other fuel-consuming devices, such as the air conditioning, are also set up 

to operate as effi ciently as possible. And in the MINI Centre Instrument, 

the MINIMALISM Analyser rewards economical driving with extra points. 

So you can kick back and enjoy the ride through the urban jungle. 

Too sedate for you? Ramp up the excitement in SPORT mode, and your 

MINI will be just as spontaneous as you are. The LED ring on the MINI 

Centre Instrument is converted into a revolution counter, and your MINI 

is converted into an express train. The sport instrument cluster displays 

engine output and revolutions at all times on the screen, and with the 

optional sports suspension recognition, a more responsive accelerator 

pedal and more direct steering, you don’t follow bends – they follow you.

A MINI THAT 

SUITS YOUR 

MOOD: 
GO GREEN. 
THEN GO FASTER.



MINIMALISM

Dynamic Music

Mission Control

Web radio

Online Search

Facebook

foursquare

Twitter

Calendar

News

Driving Excitement
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COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY.

MINI CONNECTED.

In-car infotainment for everyone:

whether you have an Android* or iOS 

device, the MINI Connected App links your 

smartphone to your new MINI fl awlessly. 

It keeps you connected to your contacts 

via Twitter, Facebook and foursquare, and 

provides access to your phone’s calendar 

function and “MINI Connected ready”

apps – all via the screen of your new MINI.

*  Functions may vary. Android initially only for 
 Samsung Galaxy S/S and Google Nexus .

TWITTER.

Tweet directly from your MINI 

and have messages read aloud.

#MINIConnected

MI6 HAS GOT

NOTHING

ON THIS.

It’s incredible how much technology can be packed into 

one compact car. With the Radio MINI Visual Boost with 

.-inch screen, the ergonomic MINI Controller, and the 

MINI Connected interface, you can access all the digital 

functionality that the twenty-fi rst century has to offer. 

What’s not to like?

FACEBOOK.

Stay in touch with 

your friends when 

out on the road.

DRIVING EXCITEMENT ANALYSER.

The analyser is the fourth component of the MINI Driving 

Excitement App, alongside the Force Meter, sport instrument 

cluster and Condition Check. It’s also the most rewarding, 

allocating points for perfect acceleration, shifting, 

steering and braking.

WEB RADIO.*

More channels than you

could possibly listen to.

NEW: KEY FOB WITH 

KEY CHAIN.

Give your pocket a personal twist, while 

adding even more functionality to your MINI: 

the NFC chip in the key chain means your

NFC-enabled smartphone can automatically 

activate functions such as Bluetooth and

open up the MINI Connected app. 

www.MINI.com/accessories

MINI 

CONTROLLER.

Operation is more intuitive 

than ever, allowing you to 

access key functions with 

the push of a button. 

USB INTERFACE

AS STANDARD.

Make your phone truly mobile with the USB 

audio interface, fi tted as standard. Connect your 

smartphone with the USB cable to enjoy all the 

benefi ts of the MINI Connected app directly in 

your vehicle. To make and receive calls easily, 

an optional Bluetooth connection is also 

available.

MINI 

NAVIGATION SYSTEM.

GPS, TMC and USB updates to get 

you safely and quickly from A to B. 

The optional MINI navigation system 

with night mode and points-of-

interest search function means 

you’ll never lose your way again.



Navigation

If you ever wanted to know what a MINI 

crossed with a fl atscreen would look like, 

look no further than the optional Wired 

package. A full .-cm screen sits proudly 

in the centre of the cockpit. There’s also 

the enhanced smartphone connection, 

voice control, and the new MINI Controller 

with touchpad, which provides quick and 

easy access to the various submenus and 

now includes a handwriting recognition 

function. It’s particularly handy for adding 

addresses and telephone numbers to your 

MINI – simply “write” the characters on the 

surface of the large touchpad.

THE NEW 8.8" SCREEN. 
ACTUAL SIZE SHOWN.



LOOK AHEAD.

Always envied the Top Gun pilots for the information displayed in their helmets? Now you can enjoy the same system in your MINI. 

The optional Head-Up Display provides a range of vehicle information within your line of sight without obstructing your view of 

the road ahead. The data is projected onto a transparent fi lm on the windscreen and includes speed limits, navigation instructions 

and radio stations. Now you’ll never lose sight of the important things.
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COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY.

AND LOOK BACK

TO THE FUTURE.

As much as we’d love to have eyes in the back of our head, they’re a long way off. MINI 

has the next best thing though: our reversing camera provides outstanding rear visibility, 

and aids parking by superimposing helpful markings. And talking of parking, the new 

optional Park Assist helps you fi nd a space, and guides your MINI into tricky spots with ease. 

All while you leave passengers and passers-by looking on in amazement. Look, no hands!

MINI COLLECTION 

MEN’S MINI WORDMARK T-SHIRT

www.MINI-shop.com



COMMUNICATIONS & TECHNOLOGY.
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Love music? Then you’ll want to spend a lot more time in your MINI, thanks to the new, 

optional harman/kardon® audio system. The fi gures speak for themselves:  watts 

generated from  loudspeakers, including  central bass units beneath the front seats. 

It also uses an Auravox algorithm for frequency and phase correction, which translates 

into fl awless audio reproduction in every seat.

LEND MINI 
YOUR EARS.



Whichever paintwork you go for, your new MINI will always be green. The new MINI TwinPower Turbo engine ensures the 

vehicle is incredibly responsive yet incredibly economical at the same time. In combination with the Automatic Start/Stop 

function, tyres optimized to reduce roll resistance, Brake Energy Regeneration and the fi nest aerodynamics in its class, the 

engine delivers lower fuel consumption, and with it, lower CO emissions. In the combined cycle, the MINI Cooper produces 

just  –  grams per kilometre, while MINI One/D models produce an equally impressive  –  grams per kilometre. 

All MINI models meet the EU emissions standard, and give British Racing Green a whole new meaning. 

MINIMALISM.

MINIMALISM. ORIGINAL MINI accessories.
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Even more MINI for your money, with features like exterior mirror caps, rear-view mirror housings, side scuttles and 

sunscreen all in Speedwell Blue. We’ve also got additional LED headlights in Chrome, which provide incredible clarity in 

even the heaviest British rain. And check out the track-style " Multispoke Styling  light-alloy wheels in Liquid Black, 

which go beautifully with the Black Line option – which adds black rings around the headlights – and the black MINI roof 

box with an embossed MINI logo and optional adhesive sports stripes in Black or White. Hungry for more? No problem – 

you can see the entire Original MINI Accessories range online at www.MINI.com/accessories

Original MINI Accessories.

MINI COLLECTION

MINI FOLDING BIKE, BLACK

www.MINI-shop.com

www.MINI.com/accessories



ONE MINI ...  
If you want to give your new MINI a little extra kick, John Cooper Works has the perfect solution. 

The John Cooper Works Exterior package is made up of optional " Cup Spoke -tone light-alloy 

wheels in burnished Black, or " Track Spoke light-alloy wheels in Black or Silver, an imposing 

rear bumper, and a front apron with integrated air ducts and side skirts – ensuring your MINI looks 

every inch the fi ery contender.

RED HOT PLEASE.
Like things even hotter? We offer all kinds of optional John Cooper Works Pro accessories off the shelf. 

Like John Cooper Works Pro " Cross Spoke Styling  light-alloy wheels in Jet Black, and Black Line bezels 

around the headlights. And then there are the John Cooper Works Pro aerodynamic components, consisting of 

front and rear splitters, a diffuser and additional rear spoiler attachments. For a suitably nerve-tingling sound, 

try the John Cooper Works tuning kit, which includes a John Cooper Works Pro valve silencer, tailpipe trims in 

Carbon or Chrome, and boosts the output of the engine.

www.MINI.com/accessories



JOHN COOPER WORKS EQUIPMENT PACKAGES.
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AN EXTRA SHOT    OF ADRENALINE.

JOHN COOPER WORKS INTERIOR PACKAGE.

You can heat things up on the inside of the vehicle, too. The John Cooper Works Interior package is a great way 

to create a scorching track-style experience. It combines the John Cooper Works leather steering wheel and gear 

selector lever knob with contrast stitching in Chili Red, Double Stripe cloth sport seats, John Cooper Works door sill 

finishers, an Anthracite headliner and stainless steel pedal pads.

The racing line: John Cooper Works door sill finishers. Reminiscent of the sports cars in their heyday: 

the John Cooper Works -speed Steptronic sport 

transmission.

JOHN COOPER WORKS 6-SPEED STEPTRONIC SPORT TRANSMISSION.

The perfect complement to the John Cooper Works Interior package: the new  -speed Steptronic sport transmission 

for the MINI Cooper S/SD with automatic Start/Stop function offers faster gear shifts for a quicker, more dynamic 

drive. It can be engaged in manual mode using the shift paddles on the John Cooper Works leather steering wheel.



SAFETY.
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Allow us to introduce the latest member of our team. His main skill is that he’s made up almost 

exclusively of crumple zones – as such, he’s perfectly qualifi ed to lead our safety work at MINI. 

He puts in shift after shift at our crash test centre, examining each of our latest developments. 

And every day he puts his body on the line – all to offer you a peerless level of safety and peace 

of mind. 

He’s certainly been busy recently. In each new MINI, you’ll fi nd the very latest safety equipment, 

including  airbags, a rigid passenger cell, and traditional driver assistance systems such 

as DSC, DTC, EDLC, ABS and CBC*. We’ve also developed a raft of active driver assistance 

solutions, explained in detail over the next few pages.

*  DSC (Dynamic Stability Control), DTC (Dynamic Traction Control), EDLC (Electronic Differential Lock Control), 
ABS (Anti-lock Braking System) and CBC (Cornering Brake Control).

TAKE A WALK
ON THE

SAFE SIDE.

MINI COLLECTION

MINI BULLDOG

www.MINI-shop.com



safety.
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Rain, snow and frost can all spoil the view from your MINI. With the MINI visibility package however, you can even the score. 

A heated front windscreen, rain sensor and automatic headlight activation mean the weather will never dampen your fun.

OUR NEW ADDITION 

FOR YOUR 

NEW ADDITION.
If you have kids, you’re as committed to innovation as we are. Our new MINI junior seat 

with Isofi x base incorporates a range of innovations. These include patented airpad safety 

technology for gentle head support and increased side-impact protection, single-hand 

belt adjustment with positioning indicator, a comfortable -point belt, and easy-fasten 

magnetic belt tongues. All this in a choice of Union Jack or Vivid Green. A safety package 

of the very highest quality, as you’d expect from the MINI family.

MINI Accessories

MINI Junior Seat

www.MINI.com/accessories

S o help can get to you in a minimum of time.

S hould you suffer an accident in your MINI, the vehicle can make an emergency call 

automatically with the optional MINI Emergency Call feature.

O ur system immediately transmits the position, direction of travel and accident severity 

to the emergency call HQ, via a dedicated SIM card.

3

1

2

The pedestrian protection system raises the bonnet in lightning-quick time, 

providing an additional crumple area in the case of a head impact.

5

 BECAUSE 
PEDESTRIANS
NEED CRUMPLE 

ZONES TOO.

… your MINI makes it easier than ever to keep a safe difference from the vehicle in front. The optional collision warning 

system uses a built-in camera to activate visual and audio warnings of a potential impact. At high speeds, it presets the 

brakes for a rapid response and shorter stopping distances. In urban areas, braking is automatically activated at speeds 

of up to  km/h if a collision with the vehicle in front, or a stationary vehicle, is unavoidable. The system also applies 

emergency braking if it detects a pedestrian crossing your path.

When on the road, it’s important to do some things just like everyone else, such as keeping to speed limits. To make this 

easy, the Traffi c Sign Memory function identifi es every roadside sign, and warns you if you are driving too fast. After all, 

driving a MINI is about breaking conventions – not the law.

I F  I T ALL BECOMES

A BIT OF A SQUEEZE ...

4
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mini service.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED.

Not many people will know your MINI as well as you do. MINI Service 

specialists however, share your passion entirely. There’s nobody better 

when it comes to electrics, mechanics, bodywork, paintwork or cosmetic 

repairs – or when you need to pick up a replacement part. Because 

you’ll soon realize that a MINI like yours deserves nothing less than 

MINI Original Parts.

MINI KNOWS BEST.

Since you can’t always think of everything when on the road, your 

MINI uses its head too. With the Condition Based Service feature, it 

automatically reminds you when its next service is due via the control 

display. The MINI TeleServices feature automatically transfers the 

most important vehicle data to MINI via a built-in SIM card. Your local 

MINI Service Centre will then contact you to make an appointment if 

any maintenance is necessary. What’s more, in the unlikely event of 

a breakdown, you can also contact the specialists on our MINI Mobile 

Services team directly. If you don’t need to use the service, you can 

deactivate it at any time. The Intelligent Emergency Call option is 

required to use MINI TeleServices.

EXCLUSIVE: MINI SERVICE INCLUSIVE.

 unique packages ensure you never have to deal with any unwelcome 

surprises. MINI Service Inclusive offers full cost transparency for 

maintenance work and wear-and-tear repairs. Find out more at

www.MINI.com/serviceinclusive

WE’LL ALWAYS BE THERE FOR YOUR MINI.

MINI Mobile Service is there when you need it,  hours a day,  days 

a year. We offer a comprehensive, country-specifi c transportation 

solution in the case of breakdowns, and incidental-costs insurance 

for accidents and theft. Specially trained MINI technicians provide 

solutions over the phone or on site, whatever the time, and wherever 

in the world you may be. Find out more at www.MINI.com/mobilecare

mini 

fi nancial 

serviceS.

THE FASTEST WAY TO A NEW MINI.

Before you’ve even taken delivery of your MINI, get on the 

right track with MINI Financial Services. Follow these  simple

steps to the car of your dreams.

Step : Choose one of either MINI Leasing, MINI Financing or 

MINI Select, depending on your situation and requirements.

Step : Select a tailored insurance package from MINI Financial 

Services.

Step : Enjoy the security that comes with total peace of mind. 

All clear? Then head to your nearest MINI dealer now. Our sales 

advisors know every one of our products available inside out, 

and it’s their job to make owning a MINI as easy as possible.*

*  For more information about MINI Financial Services, its leasing, fi nance and insurance 
products, and the companies through which these products are provided in your country, 
visit www.MINI.com or speak to your MINI dealer. Products and services may vary from 
country to country.



TECHNICAL DATA: MINI 3-DOOR.
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MINI ONE First MINI ONE MINI ONE D MINI Cooper MINI Cooper D MINI Cooper S MINI Cooper sD 

Engine 1, 2

Cylinders/layout/valves per cylinder /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/

Capacity cm       

Stroke/bore mm ./ ./ / ./ / ./ /

Max. output/max. revs kW/hp/rpm /

 – 

//

 – 

// //

 – 

// //

 – 

//

Max. torque/revs Nm/rpm / / / –  / / / / – 

Compression ratio/recommended fuel : ./ –  RON ./ –  RON ./diesel / –  RON ./diesel / –  RON . diesel

PERFORMANCE 1

Max. speed km/h   []   []  []  []  []

Acceleration  –  km/h sec. . . [.] . . [.] . [.] . [.] . [.]

Acceleration  –  km/h (th gear) sec. . . . . [–] . [–] . [–] . [–]

Fuel consumption 1, 2

Urban l/)) km .( – . . – .( 

[. – .]

.) – . . – .( 

[.) – .]

. – . 

[. – .]

(.( – (. 

[. – .]

.) – .

[.( – .]

Extra-urban l/)) km . – . .) – .)

[. – .]

. – . . – . 

[. – .)]

. – . 

[. – .]

. – . 

[. – .]

.( – .

[. – .]

Combined l/)) km . – .) .( – .

[. – .]

. – . . – . 

[. – .(]

. – . 

[. – .(]

. – .( 

[. – .]

. – .)

[. – .)]

CO emissions 

(combined cycle)

g/km  – ( ) – ) 

[ – ]

 –  )( – )

[ – )]

 –  

[ – ]

 –  

[ – ]

) – )

[) – )]

Tank capacity, approx. l ) )  )   

Range km )) () []  ) [)]  [)] (() [] )) [))]

Weight 1/ luggage capacity 1

Unladen weight EU  kg )  [] ) ) [)] ) []  [)] ) []

Max. permitted weight kg  () [))]   []  [)] ) []  [()]

Max. permitted load kg ) ) ) ) ) ) )

Max. permitted axle load, 

front/rear

kg )/() ()/()

[))/()]

))/( ()/( 

[))/(]

)/(

[/(]

/(

[)/(]

)/(

[/(]

Luggage capacity l  – (  – (  – (  – (  – (  – (  – (

WHEELS

Tyre dimensions, front/rear (/ R H (/ R H (/ R H (/ R H (/ R H / R (W / R (W

Wheel dimensions, front/rear . J x  . J x  . J x  . J x  light-alloy . J x  light-alloy . J x  light-alloy . J x  light-alloy

  All fi gures relate to vehicles with the standard -speed manual transmission. Figures in square brackets relate to vehicles with -speed Steptronic Transmission.
  All MINI models comply with the EU exhaust emissions standard. Fuel consumption is determined in accordance with the ECE driving cycle (as defi ned in directive )//EEC), 

made up of approximately one third urban and two thirds extra-urban driving (based on the distance covered). CO emissions are measured separately from fuel consumption. 
Figures relate to standard-specifi cation vehicles, and may vary signifi cantly where optional equipment (including wider tyres) is fi tted. Figures for fuel consumption and CO emissions 
may vary depending on the wheels and tyres fi tted.

   Assuming car is fuelled to ) % of usable tank capacity, and allowing % kilograms for the driver and ( kilograms for luggage. Figure quoted is for standard-specifi cation vehicles. 
Optional equipment will increase this fi gure.

DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS: MINI 3-DOOR.

All fi gures in mm. 
Cooper S values in brackets.
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MINI ONE4 MINI ONE D4 MINI Cooper MINI Cooper D MINI Cooper S MINI Cooper sD

Engine 1, 2

Cylinders/layout/valves per cylinder /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/ /in-line/

Capacity cm      

Stroke/bore mm ./ / ./ / ./ /

Max. output/max. revs kW/hp/rpm //

 – 

// //

 – 

// //

 – 

//

Max. torque/revs Nm/rpm / / –  / / / /

Compression ratio/recommended fuel : ./ –  RON ./diesel / –  RON ./diesel / –  RON ./diesel

PERFORMANCE 1

Max. speed km/h  []   []  []  []  []

Acceleration  –  km/h sec. . [.] . . [.] . [.] . [.] . [.]

Acceleration  –  km/h (th gear) sec. . [–] . . [–] . [–] .( [–] .( [–]

Fuel consumption 1, 2

Urban l/)) km . – .

[. – .]

. – .) . – . 

[. – .)]

. – . 

[. – .]

(. – (.( 

[(. – .]

. – .) 

[. – .(]

Extra-urban l/)) km . – .

[. – .]

. – . . – .) 

[. – .]

. – . 

[.( – .]

. – . 

[.( – .]

. – . 

[. – .(]

Combined l/)) km .) – .

[. – .]

.( – . . – .( 

[.) – .]

. – . 

[. – .]

.) – . 

[. – .]

. – . 

[. – .]

CO emissions 

(combined cycle)

g/km ( – 

[ – ]

( –   – ) 

[ – ]

 –  

[) – ]

) –  

[ – ]

 – ) 

[ – )(]

Tank capacity, approx. l )  )   

Range km  [] ( ) [] ) [)] ( [] )( [)(]

Weight 1/ luggage capacity 1

Unladen weight EU  kg  [] ) ) [)]  [)]  [] ) []

Max. permitted weight kg ) [()] ( () [())] () [(] () [(()] ( [((]

Max. permitted load kg ) ) ) ) ) )

Max. permitted axle load, 

front/rear

kg /

[)/]

)/ )/

[)/]

/

[)/]

)/)

[()/)]

)/)

[()/)]

Luggage capacity l ( – ( ( – ( ( – ( ( – ( ( – ( ( – (

WHEELS

Tyre dimensions, front/rear (/ R H (/ R H (/ R H (/ R H / R (W / R (W

Wheel dimensions, front/rear . J x  . J x  . J x  light-alloy . J x  light-alloy . J x  light-alloy . J x  light-alloy

  All fi gures relate to vehicles with the standard -speed manual transmission. Figures in square brackets relate to vehicles with -speed Steptronic Transmission.
  All MINI models comply with the EU exhaust emissions standard. Fuel consumption is determined in accordance with the ECE driving cycle (as defi ned in directive )//EEC), 

made up of approximately one third urban and two thirds extra-urban driving (based on the distance covered). CO emissions are measured separately from fuel consumption. 
Figures relate to standard-specifi cation vehicles, and may vary signifi cantly where optional equipment (including wider tyres) is fi tted. Figures for fuel consumption and CO emissions 
may vary depending on the wheels and tyres fi tted.

  Assuming car is fuelled to )% of usable tank capacity, and allowing % kilograms for the driver and ( kilograms for luggage. Figure quoted is for standard-specifi cation vehicles. 
Optional equipment will increase this fi gure.

 Available from November ).

DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS: MINI 5-DOOR.

All fi gures in mm.
Cooper S fi gures in square brackets.
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EXTERIOR

COLOURS

U Pepper White    

YB Volcanic Orange    

WB Moonwalk Grey metallic    

WB Blazing Red metallic    

WA Midnight Black metallic    

WB British Racing Green metallic    

WB Deep Blue metallic    

WB Electric Blue metallic (expected to be available from October )    

WB Thunder Grey metallic (for MINI -Door models, expected to be available from the third quarter of ) 

WB Iced Chocolate metallic    

WA White Silver metallic  

U Chili Red (exterior colour only available in conjunction with the John Cooper Works Exterior package)   

C MINI Yours Lapisluxury Blue (expected to be available from November )   

 Roof and exterior mirror caps in Aspen White  

 Roof and exterior mirror caps in Jet Black  

Roof and exterior mirror caps in body colour (mirror caps in grained Black for MINI One/D models)    

Wheels

" steel wheels with trim  

F " Heli Spoke light-alloy wheels, Silver   

F " Loop Spoke light-alloy wheels, Silver    

GY " Victory Spoke light-alloy wheels, Silver    

GZ " Victory Spoke light-alloy wheels, Black    

B " Tentacle Spoke light-alloy wheels, Silver    

F " Cosmos Spoke light-alloy wheels, Black    

F " Cosmos Spoke light-alloy wheels, Silver    

E " Cone Spoke light-alloy wheels, Silver    

 Standard equipment for MINI models

 Optional equipment for MINI models

MINI STANDARD AND OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT.
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E " Cone Spoke light-alloy wheels, White    

EE  " MINI Yours Vanity Spoke light-alloy wheels, -tone   

ED " Roulette Spoke light-alloy wheels, -tone (only for MINI -Door)    

HV " John Cooper Works Track Spoke light-alloy wheels, Silver (Only available in conjunction with the John Cooper Works Exterior package)   

HW " John Cooper Works Track Spoke light-alloy wheels, Black (Only available in conjunction with the John Cooper Works Exterior package)   

E  " John Cooper Works Cup Spoke light-alloy wheels, -tone (Only available in conjunction with the John Cooper Works Exterior package)   

 Runfl at tyres    

ADDITIONAL EXTERIOR EQUIPMENT

 Bonnet stripes in Aspen White  

 Bonnet stripes in Jet Black  

 Exterior mirror caps in Chrome    

 Chrome Line Exterior,

One/D models: Chrome surrounds for the front air intakes, grille bars, tailgate handle, edging for the rear fog light, tailpipe trim;

Cooper/D models: Chrome surrounds for the front air intakes, grille bars, tailgate handle and edging for the rear fog light; 

Cooper S models: trim for the brake air ducts and rear tailgate handle and edging for the rear apron.

  

 Rear spoiler 

AR Rear-mounted rack preparation (expected to be available from November )    

A LED headlights and LED rear lights    

A LED headlights with Adaptive Headlight and LED rear lights    

A LED fog lights    

 White direction indicator lights    

 Panoramic sunroof    

 Comfort Access system    

 Park Distance Control (PDC), rear    

 Alarm system    

INTERIOR

INTERIOR COLOURS

Carbon Black    

C Satellite Grey    
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 Standard equipment for MINI models

 Optional equipment for MINI models



EQUIPMENT.

  Leather upholstery includes seats (base and backrest), and front and rear headrests. 

INTERIOR SURFACES

Interior surfaces, grained, Black  

EP Hazy Grey interior surfaces, includes decorative trim in Hazy Grey, door ellipses in grained plastic in Black,

structural elements in Hazy Grey and decorative rings in Piano Black


DC Black Chequered interior surfaces, includes decorative trim in Black Chequered, door ellipses in Piano Black

and decorative rings in Dark Silver


BD Piano Black interior surfaces, includes decorative trim in Piano Black, door ellipses in Piano Black and structural elements in Piano Black    

DB Dark Silver interior surfaces, includes decorative trim in Dark Silver, door ellipses in Dark Silver and structural elements in Piano Black    

EU Firework interior surfaces, includes decorative trim in Firework, door ellipses in Piano Black and structural elements in Piano Black    

G MINI Yours Off-White interior style, includes decorative trim in Off-White, door ellipses in Off-White,

structural elements in Off-White and decorative rings in a Porcelain White fi nish
  

G MINI Yours Dark Cottonwood interior style, includes decorative trim in Dark Cottonwood, door ellipses in Piano Black,

structural elements in Piano Black and decorative rings in Piano Black
  

G MINI Yours Fibre Alloy interior style, includes decorative trim in Fibre Alloy, door ellipses in Piano Black, 

structural elements in Piano Black and decorative rings in Dark Silver
  

Colour LInes

CI Carbon Black    

C Satellite Grey    

F Glowing Red    

F Shadow Grey    

D Dark Truffl e    

Upholstery

BGE Firework cloth, Carbon Black (standard seat)   

BZE Double Stripe cloth, Carbon Black (sport seat for MINI One/D, MINI Cooper/D models: only available in conjunction with 

John Cooper Works Interior package)
  

KDE Black Pearl cloth/leatherette, Carbon Black (sport seat)    

FYGK Diamond cloth/leather, Satellite Grey (sport seat)    

FYE Diamond cloth/leather, Carbon Black (sport seat)    

NEE Cross Punch leather, Carbon Black (sport seat)    

NENX Cross Punch leather, Dark Truffl e (sport seat)    

TGK Lounge leather, Satellite Grey (sport seat)   

TYE MINI Yours Lounge leather, Carbon Black (sport seat, expected to be available from November )   
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Steering wheels

-spoke standard steering wheel   

 -spoke sports leather steering wheel    

XB MINI Yours sports leather steering wheel (expected to be available from October )   

XC John Cooper Works leather steering wheel (for MINI -Door models, expected to be available from the third quarter of )   

 Multifunction option for steering wheel    

ADDITIONAL INTERIOR EQUIPMENT

 Chrome Line Interior, includes the rings around the air intakes, loudspeakers and gear selector lever,

as well as elements on the Centre Instrument and the handbrake grip
   

Headliner in Satellite Grey    

AA Headliner in Anthracite    

 Velour fl oor mats    

 Lights package, includes front LED interior lights, LED reading light, and Ambient Lighting in the footwells, 

front door trim and centre console
   

 Storage package, includes a storage net in the front passenger footwell, a third sun visor on the driver’s side, a flat load-compartment 

floor incl. luggage net, a -volt socket in the luggage compartment, and a storage bag in the back rests of the front seats
   

V MINI Excitement Package, includes Ambient Lighting (RGB) for the footwells, doors and cockpit, plus a storage compartment behind 

the decorative surface on the passenger side
   

Communications & technology  2

Radio MINI Boost (basic radio), includes radio with -line display, iPod interface, USB mass storage interface, aux connection    

FP Radio MINI Visual Boost, includes ." (. cm) screen with menu-based operating system, iPod interface, USB mass storage interface, 

Bluetooth hands-free kit", album cover art, MINI Connected, MINI Controller
   

UM MINI Navigation System, in conjunction with the Radio MINI Visual Boost, ." (. cm) screen    

L Wired package, includes ." (. cm) screen, navigation, Radio MINI Visual Boost, Journey Mate, enhanced Bluetooth mobile phone 

preparation", voice control, MINI Controller with touchpad
   

ND Bluetooth hands-free kit"    

NE Enhanced Bluetooth mobile phone preparation"    

 Standard equipment for MINI models

 Optional equipment for MINI models

  The LED ring on the Centre Instrument is only available for MINI One/D and Cooper/D models in conjunction with the MINI Excitement package,
MINI Driving Modes, harman/kardon hi-fi  loudspeaker system, Radio MINI Visual Boost or the Wired equipment package

"  For information on the compatibility of devices for audio, video and telephone functions, visit: www.MINI.com/connectivity
  Availability and range of features are dependent on the other equipment fi tted, and may vary from country to country. Range and graphic 

design of MINI Connected functions subject to change without notice. Broadband mobile Internet access required. Costs resulting from 
this (e.g. data roaming) will be payable as specifi ed in the contract with your network provider. MINI Connected app available free of charge 
from the device manufacturer’s app store (subject to national restrictions). Updates available free of charge, but version upgrades may 
be chargeable. If further MINI Connected-compatible apps become available, these will be identifi ed/promoted accordingly. For more 
information about device compatibility and the functions contained in MINI Connected, visit www.MINI.com/connectivity
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EQUIPMENT.

 Standard equipment for MINI models

 Optional equipment for MINI models

 harman/kardon hi-fi  loudspeaker system   

  -disc DVD changer (in glove compartment) ( ( ( (

AD MINI Head-Up Display ( ( ( (

 Exterior mirror package, includes electrically adjustable, heated exterior mirrors with memory function, curb view on the passenger side 

(activated when in reverse), and heated washer nozzles
( ( ( (

 Visibility package, includes button-activated heated front windscreen, rain sensor and automatic headlight activation ( ( ( (

 Rain sensor and automatic headlight activation ( ( ( (

 -zone automatic air conditioning ( ( ( (

 Air conditioning ( ( ( 

 Seat heating for driver and front passenger ( ( ( (

 On-board computer ( ( ( (

VA MINI Driving Modes – choose between SPORT and GREEN modes and the Ambient Lighting, throttle response and steering will change 

accordingly, with information displayed on the screen or radio display
( ( (

 Dynamic Damper Control (in conjunction with MINI Driving Modes) ( ( (

 Sports suspension set-up ( ( (

AS Driving Assistant, includes the following camera-based driver assistance systems: camera-based cruise control, high-beam assist, 

Speed Limit Info, Forward Collision Warning with city brake function, Pedestrian Collision Warning with city brake function
( ( ( (

DP Park Assist ( ( ( (

AG Reversing camera ( ( ( (

AC MINI Intelligent Emergency Call ( ( ( (

 Cruise control with brake function ( ( ( (

  -speed Steptronic transmission with Automatic Start/Stop function (not available for MINI One D) ( ( (

TB  -speed Steptronic sport transmission with Automatic Start/Stop function (

JOHN COOPER WORKS EQUIPMENT PACKAGES

KN John Cooper Works Exterior equipment package, includes aerodynamic package: front apron, side skirts, rear apron, optional rear 

spoiler, Performance Control, sports suspension, white direction indicator lights, " Track Spoke light-alloy wheels in Black or Silver 

or optional " Cup Spoke -tone light-alloy wheels in burnished Black (expected to be available from November )

( ( (

KM John Cooper Works Interior equipment package, includes John Cooper Works leather steering wheel with multifunction, 

John Cooper Works gear selector lever with contrast stitching in Chili Red, Double Stripe cloth sport seats, John Cooper Works 

door sill fi nishers, headliner in Anthracite, stainless steel pedal pads

( ( (
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www.MINI.com / configurator

Original MINI Accessories

" Multispoke  light-alloy wheels in Liquid Black    

Key fob with key chain, Speedwell Blue    

Sunscreen, Speedwell Blue    

Rear-view mirror housing, Speedwell Blue (only for manual anti-dazzle mirrors) ) ) ) )

Additional LED headlights in Chrome ) ) ) )

Black Line bezels ) ) ) )

Side scuttles, Speedwell Blue ) ) ) )

Exterior mirror caps, Speedwell Blue ) ) ) )

Roof box in Black ) ) ) )

MINI junior seat, Group  ) ) ) )

John Cooper Works accessories

John Cooper Works Pro " Cross Spoke   light-alloy wheels in burnished Jet Black ) ) ) )

John Cooper Works Pro aerodynamic components (comprises front and rear splitters, rear spoiler attachments, diffuser) – for MINI -Door only. )

John Cooper Works Pro tuning kit (output boost, valve silencer, tailpipe trims in Chrome or Carbon) )

MINI COLLECTION

MINI fashion bag, MINI rooftop trolley, MINI rooftop cabin trolley, MINI Wordmark T-shirt, MINI folding bike, MINI bulldog ) ) ) )

The equipment listed above refers only to the options featured in this catalogue. For more equipment options, visit www.MINI.com/confi gurator. 

All information concerning equipment and availability is subject to change and without any liability.

WARRANTY.

Every MINI is supplied with a -year dealer warranty against manufacturing 

defects. Repair work can be carried out at any authorized MINI dealer, MINI 

Service Authorized Workshop or any other service centre authorized by MINI. 

Defects arising in the fi rst   months after purchase are deemed by law to 

have existed at the time of purchase and the dealer has the onus of proving 

that the vehicle is not defective due to a manufacturing defect. Every MINI 

also comes with a -year anticorrosion warranty, which covers the vehicle 

against rusting of the body panels. The painted surfaces of the car are 

covered by a -year warranty. This warranty does not cover damage to the 

vehicle body or under-body caused by stone impacts, scratches or dents, 

accident damage or other damage caused by environmental factors. Failure 

to comply with the service schedule provided by the manufacturer may 

invalidate this warranty.

recycling.

At every stage, from design to disassembly, recycling is central to the 

MINI philosophy. For example, all the materials used in its manufacture 

were selected because they can be used in the most sustainable and 

environmentally friendly way possible. That way, every MINI can be

effi ciently and ecologically recycled when its driving days are fi nally done.

We have been working on this approach since  at the BMW Group 

Recycling and Disassembly Centre in Munich, the only facility of its kind.

Your MINI dealer will be pleased to advise you on the disposal of your old 

vehicle. Alternatively, more information on this subject can also be found

at www.MINI.com
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IN A NUTSHELL:

Experience the new MINI 3-Door

www.MINI.com/newMINI

or the new MINI 5-Door

www.MINI.com/5door

and book a test drive with a difference 
at your MINI dealership.
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The models, standard and optional equipment and combinability of options in this 

catalogue relate to cars supplied by BMW AG for the German market. The availability of 

standard and optional equipment, and the combinability of options, may vary from country 

to country within the European Union for all models. For detailed information about the 

situation in your country, please contact your authorized MINI dealer. Subject to change in 

design and equipment.

©  BMW AG, Munich, Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or in part, without written 

permission of BMW AG, Munich.

For more information, visit www.MINI.com

www.facebook.com/MINI

www.MINIspace.com
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